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ANT &
DOCK
Summons . . .
Ant leaves his
home yesterday

lCHARGED WITH
DRINK-DRIVING
lDEC GOES SOLO
ON TV TAKEAWAY
SEE PAGES 14 & 15

On his own . . .
‘devastated’
Dec yesterday

STAGED CRASH CON SMASHED
Jumpin’ Jack Cash . . Mick

€20,000
to meet
Stones
EXCLUSIVE
by MICHAEL DOYLE

THE Rolling Stones are
flogging €20,000 meetand-greet tickets for their
highly anticipated Croke
Park concert.
Megabucks fans will get
the Satisfaction of coming
face-to-face with Mick
Jagger and Co at their
Dublin gig by splashing
out on all-access passes
through website If Only.

Full Story — See Bizarre

FREE VW
VAN GUIDE
INSIDE TODAY

BIG MAC
& LIES
‘€500k’ swindlers
caught meeting on
drive-thru’s CCTV

EXCLUSIVE by GARY MENEELY

A COMPO scam was rumbled after CCTV
footage captured the fraudsters stopping
at McDonald’s before staging a car crash.
Patricia Fitzpatrick and three passengers lodged injury claims against Hertz
after a rental motor hit her Citroen C2
off Dublin’s M50 at the Red Cow.
But our pics reveal the cars at the
drive-thru — putting the skids on
a possible €500,000 compo bill.
Compo . . Fitzpatrick
Judge Raymond Groarke said:
“The evidence is overwhelming.”
at court yesterday
Full Story — Pages Four and Five
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VEGAS
WIFE’S
FRAUD
TRIAL
€30k welfare ‘con’
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BRAZEN CHANCERS’ PLOT TO SCAM CAR-HIRE FIRM
EXCLUSIVE by GARY MENEELY

A MAJOR crash scam was
busted when the fraudsters
were spotted on CCTV
together at a McDonald’s
— before going on to stage
the motorway collision.

1
The Volkswagen Jetta,
rented from Hertz by
Hammond, arriving at
the McDonald’s drivethru at Dublin Airport

By TOM TUITE

2

A MUM-of-four on trial for unlawfully
obtaining almost €30,000 in one-parent
welfare payments told a court her Las
Vegas wedding was just “a bit of fun”.

Fitzpatrick’s Citroen
C2 is then seen pulling
up behind Hammond’s
car at the McDonald’s

Michelle Burke, 39, of Finglas, north Dublin,
denies fraud over €29,773 between November
2010 and August 2012.

Judge
John
Brennan
compared the case to
2009 comedy The Hangover,
starring
Bradley
Cooper, about a bachelor
party in Sin City.
The trial heard Ms
Burke
had
been
in
receipt of the one-parent
family payment since 1997.
Social welfare inspector
Helen O’Reilly told Dublin
District Court the accused
was getting €317 a week.
Only people who have
children but do not have
support of a partner were
eligible. If they got married or entered into a civil
partnership, their entitlement ended, she said.
Ms O’Reilly told the
trial that in 2011 and 2013
reviews were conducted
and Ms Burke was sent
forms inquiring if her circumstances had changed.
She signed declarations
that she had not got
married nor was she living with a partner.
However,
the
social
welfare inspector told the
court there was a suspicion she may have been
cohabiting with a partner.
During an investigation
the inspector was able to
obtain a copy of a marriage cert from the US.
The court heard it confirmed Ms Burke married
her partner in November
2010 in Nevada.
The marriage cert had
her date of birth and
address as well as that of
the man she married.
The court heard the
certificate was a public
document and the marriage was recognised in
Ireland.
Her
payment
was
stopped and she was
interviewed but told the
inspector she did not
think the marriage was

3
The two vehicles
are alongside each
other at the fast
food restaurant’s
drive-thru lanes

Payments case . . . Ms Burke
legal. She also said her
partner, not the father of
her children, then lived
at a different address.
The inspector told the
court the marriage was
legally binding for the
purpose of social welfare.
Questioned about the
marriage ceremony, Ms
Burke claimed: “We just
thought it was funny,”
adding that it was “for a
laugh”.
Asked why she did not
remember much about
the ceremony, she replied:
“Because we were drunk.”
The judge adjourned
the case to consider legal
submissions
from
the
prosecution
and
the
defence.
The
case
resumes in May.
In the district court,
the offence can result in
a fine of up to €2,500
and a possible six-month
sentence, in addition to
having to repay the social
welfare authorities.

DEMENTIA HOPE

HORMONE replacement therapy patches used to
reduce symptoms of the menopause may preserve the
brain and protect against Alzheimer’s, research claims.
Over a period of seven years, treatment with the
skin patches was associated with less age-related
shrinkage of part of the brain involved with memory.
Lead researcher Dr Kejal Kantarci, from the Mayo
Clinic in the US, said it “may preserve brain structure”.
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4
The two vehicles
can then be seen
on CCTV footage
in the car park at
the McDonald’s

5
The cars are filmed leaving
the McDonald’s drive-thru,
on route to the M50 smash

A series of personal injury
claims were put in after a
motor smash but an investigation by the defendant Hertz
Rent-A-Car put the brakes on
the fake compensation bids.

Patricia Fitzpatrick, from Kilkenny, and three of her passengers
lodged
personal
injury
claims
against Hertz after a rental vehicle
hit her Citroen C2 in October 2015
as she exited the M50 at the Red
Cow junction in west Dublin.
British national Kylie Hammond
smashed into the Citroen within an
hour of renting a Volkswagen Jetta
from Hertz at Dublin Airport after
jetting in from the UK.
And the three passengers in the
Volkswagen Jetta also claimed injuries at the time of the crash — but
Hammond did not.
Hertz could have faced up to
seven claims over the collision with
a potential compensation and legal
bill of €500,000.
But the Circuit Court in Dublin
yesterday heard that all the claims
were dropped following an investigation into the staged smash.
The Irish Sun can today reveal
the CCTV which rumbled the scam.
The footage shows the vehicles
driven by Fitzpatrick and Hammond stopping off at the McDonald’s beside Dublin Airport in the
run-up to the crash.
The two motors are seen in the
drive-thru together, in the McDonald’s car park and exiting together
in the order in which the accident
subsequently happened.
The cars were also snapped travelling through the M50 toll within
a millisecond of each other, before
they crashed down the road as they
exited the M50 at the Red Cow.
Circuit Court President Mr Justice
Raymond Groarke yesterday issued
a judgment against Fitzpatrick and
Hammond after ruling that the collision had been set up.
He said: “I’m satisfied that the
evidence in this case establishes
without any question that there was
no coincidence that these two vehicles ended up in McDonald’s
together, left McDonald’s together,
crossed through the toll together
and ultimately had a collision, one
into the other.
“This evidence establishes that
these two vehicles were moving in
convoy, which means they were
moving in agreement on the basis
of a prior understanding.”
Judge Groarke accepted the car
hire
company’s
evidence
that
Suzanne Hefferman, who was one
of the passengers in the Hertz
vehicle, made “contact” with an
occupant of Fitzpatrick’s car.
He added: “There appears to have
been flashing of lights between the
two vehicles at some point in
McDonald’s, and the CCTV is very
clear that Ms Hefferman, who was
a passenger in the Hertz vehicle,
was making contact with somebody
in Ms Fitzpatrick’s vehicle.
“The claims were notified of the
driver and passengers in Ms Fitzpatrick’s car — including one young
man who has some form of disability — and were not pursued, which
is certainly suggestive of something
untoward. In circumstances of very
genuine injuries, they would be
pursued if it was a genuine case.
“Similarly all of the passengers
who indicated injuries in the Hertz
vehicle, likewise none of those have
pursued their claims.
“The evidence is overwhelming.”
Barrister Michael Fitzgerald, for
Hertz, said the rental firm had
issued proceedings against Fitzpatrick and Hammond to recover a
string of costs incurred over the
fraudulent crash case.
The court heard Hammond, who
lives in England, flew into Ireland
and hired the car from one of
Hertz’s Dublin Airport depots on
October 27, 2015, at 8.30pm.
Mr Fitzgerald told the court: “She
arrived from London and hired the
vehicle. Within an hour that vehicle
had been crashed into the back of
the vehicle being driven by the second name defendant here (Fitzpat-

Awarded damages . . Judge Groarke

Filet-O-Fishy . . . scammer
Fitzpatrick leaving court
yesterday after judgment

rick), at the ramp between the M50
heading towards the N7.”
The judge heard Wide Eye Investigations’ Joe McGuinn led the
probe into the scam for Hertz.
When investigators went to London to interview Hammond, she
revealed that she had stopped at
McDonald’s alongside Dublin Airport before the smash.
Mr Fitzgerald added: “Investigators followed up on that and CCTV
was obtained from McDonald’s
showing both vehicles coming into
McDonald’s together, being in the
car park together and exiting
together, in the order in which the
accident subsequently happened.
“We have footage from eFlow on
the toll on the M50 which shows
both vehicles going through the toll

at the exact same time, in succession, in milliseconds of each other,
in the order in which they subsequently crashed into each other as
they exited the M50 down the road.
“On foot of this, and the untruths
that we were told, we voided the
insurance and we also made claim
for the material damages that had
arisen in relation to the Hertz vehicle, for depreciation, for loss of use,
and the recovery.”
The court heard charges for the
material damage to the Hertz vehicle were taken off Hammond’s
credit card in March 2016 — and
that she didn’t contest the deductions and hadn’t voided them.
But Hertz went to court yesterday
to recoup associated costs and accident investigation fees in relation to

It’s no coincidence
the vehicles left
a McDonald’s
together,
crossed a toll
together and
had a collision

the scam. Hammond failed to
appear before Judge Groarke while
Fitzpatrick gave evidence that she
did not know of a staged accident.
The court heard Fitzpatrick had
planned to stop off at the Red Cow
for some “spuds” before the crash
as she had just returned from a
month’s holiday in Thailand.
She explained: “I had been in
Thailand, I was eating rice for a
month. We always stop at the Red
Cow for spuds.”
But the mum told how she was
caught up in an “accident” instead.
She said: “I was driving in front,
Ms Hammond came from behind
and hit me.”
Despite the CCTV images showing Hefferman “making contact”
with Fitzpatrick’s vehicle as they

— JUDGE RAYMOND GROARKE
went
ent through the drive-thru, Fitzpatrick
atrrick denied knowing Hefferman
Hefferman.
She
he said: “I never knew this
woman, I have never met her or
had never any dealings or spoke or
anything with this woman ever.
“I was returning from Thailand
after a month’s holidays and I came
back to this.
“I did not plan any of this.”
When the judge pointed out that
the CCTV showed Hefferman taking
“a particular interest” as Fitzpatrick’s vehicle passed by in the
drive-thru, Fitzpatrick said: “I see. I
tell you what, until today I hadn’t
even heard the name.”
The judge also asked Fitzpatrick
why she did not pursue an action
against Hammond.
She said: “I needed to go and

have an MRI to make sure I was
OK. I’m
OK
I m a care assistant and one of
my clients would be 80 years old
old.””
She added: “So I needed to get
myself
checked
out
before
I
returned back to work.
“I have never claimed as much as
one penny in my whole entire life.”
Fitzpatrick told the court her
three passengers at the time of the
crash were her son, her brother-inlaw and her brother-in-law’s son.
Asked what had happened to the
injury claims of the passengers who
were in her vehicle and why they
were never pursued, Fitzpatrick
said of her family members: “No, I
haven’t seen them, I wouldn’t see
them very often.”
The court heard Fitzpatrick went
to a solicitor after the accident say-

injury
ing she had suffered an inj
n ury as a
nj
result of the crash
crash.
Fitzpatrick said she was looking
for “two days’ wages and for the
MRI scan”, adding: “I was claiming
back for the MRI scan.”
Asked by Mr Fitzgerald why she
didn’t pursue the claim, Fitzpatrick
said: “Because Hertz wouldn’t even
pay for (the damage) to my car,
there was no point in paying for
solicitors to go through this as well,
I don’t have the money.”
Judge Groarke’s judgment against
her and Hammond for damages
included accident investigation fees.
The judge calculated damages at
€14,096 and said that a file is
being referred to the Gardai and
the DPP for further investigation.
@gmeneely
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PURE EVIL
EXCLUSIVE by GARY MENEELY

Horror . . . Clodagh, Liam, Niall and Ryan were brutally slain by Hawe

TWISTED Alan Hawe went to “blood-chilling” lengths
to plan his family’s slaughter last year.
The Irish Sun can reveal he coolly raided a bank
account after killing wife Clodagh and sons Liam,
Niall and Ryan, and only then took his own life.
Speaking ahead of a first anniversary Mass,
Clodagh’s sister Jacqueline said: “Alan was pure evil.”
Full Story — Pages Six & Seven

He killed his family then looted bank accounts

6 ............... Saturday, August 26, 2017

SURVIVORS CALL
FOR MEMORIAL

MAGDALENE laundry survivors and
By ED CARTY
their relatives, have renewed calls for
a memorial and full redress.
spent 15 years in the laundries. The
A rally was held yesterday off Sean children weren’t recognised at all.
McDermott Street in Dublin, the site They should do something for us, recof the last workhouse.
ognise the mothers and the children.”
It came a fortnight after a
The survivors are also seekdamning UN report criticising a day of commemoration
ing the Government for
to
remember
all
those
failing to live up to commitaffected by the laundries.
ments to the women.
Several
dozen
people,
Angela Downey — born in
including
survivors,
their
Castlepollard
Mother
and
relatives
and
campaigners,
Baby Home, Westmeath, after
attended the rally.
her mother Mary had been
Spokeswoman Ashley Perry
raped and sent to a laundry
said: “We demand the State
— called for the name of all
gives redress in full. The
women in the institutions to
women are getting older.
be immortalised in stone.
They need to see justice in
She said: “My mother Demand . . Angela their lifetime.”

1RM

Slowing
dementia
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CALCULATING

DANCING helps fight off
dementia
better
than
other fitness routines, a
German study has found.
OAP volunteers, did a
course of dancing or
endurance and flexibility
training for 18 months.
Both groups saw a rise
in the hippocampus, the
brain area that declines
with age. But the dancers
saw their balance, also
controlled by the hippocampus, improve as well.

EXCLUSIVE by GARY MENEELY

EVIL Alan Hawe transferred
thousands of euro of family
funds to his own account
AFTER he murdered his
wife and three children, the
Irish Sun can reveal.

EVIL OF HAWE
W
E REVEALED 1YR ON
WE
Slaughtered . . .
Niall, Ryan, Liam and
their mum Clodagh

The grieving family of his victims have for the first time
detailed how the twisted dad
“meticulously” carried out the
crime that shocked the nation.

DRILLER FILLER

Hawe used knives, a hatchet and
his bare hands to slay Liam, 14,
Niall, 11, Ryan, six, and their mum
Clodagh, 39, at their Co Cavan home
before he took his own life on
August 29 last year.
But rather than being the actions
of a deranged madman, we can
today lay bare the extent of his
coldly calculating mind.
The deputy school principal, 41,
had gone to the trouble of penning
his suicide note days in advance and
even clearing his planned murder
path of furniture.
And during the height of the
bloody massacre he took time out to
“put his affairs in order” by laying
the family’s financial files on the
kitchen table.
Speaking ahead of the first anniversary of the atrocity, anguished
relatives yesterday told of their
“never-ending” agony at their loved
ones’ horrific last moments.
Clodagh’s sister Jacqueline Connolly
is certain that devious Hawe had
“murder on his mind” when he and
his family visited her mum’s home
for coffee and biscuits the night
before the slaughter.
She said: “Alan knew what he was
doing. The level of preparation is
blood-chilling. He is pure evil.
“He had us all fooled, no one
knew the real Alan Hawe, he
groomed Clodagh, he had it all
planned to the last detail.
“Even putting his affairs in order —
who thinks of money when they are
killing their family?

An energy supplier uses
special filler to stop
woodpeckers
drilling
through electricity poles
in southern England.

‘It was far from a
psychotic episode’

Chilling . . .
Hawe insisted
in note that
the family’s
lives were his
to take

Who could
remember
a PIN after
murdering
his family?

“Clodagh had been online Googling
family holidays not knowing she and
the kids were in danger. No one
knew what he had on his mind.
“It was far from a psychotic episode. Alan transferred money online
from the joint account to his personal account after he killed them.
“Who could be in the frame of
mind to do this — remember their
PIN numbers — after murdering his
wife and their three children?
“He left out folders with all the
financial
documentation
on
the
kitchen table. Bank statements, log
books for the cars, official documentation . . . loads of documentation.
“It was so precise. He wanted all
his affairs in order.
“He had moved the couch to make
it easier for him to attack Clodagh,
so he could come in behind her.
“He had a hatchet in the house.
Who keeps a hatchet in their house?
“He always kept the hatchet in the
shed but he had his hatchet to hand.
If he had to go out to the shed to
get it, Clodagh would have had time
to go and get help. He had it with
him in the house.
“The level of preparation is shocking, he prepared how he was going
to murder his own family.”
The bodies were found by gardai
after Clodagh’s mum Mary found the
killer’s note pinned to the back door
of their home near Ballyjamesduff.
Mary said: “The kids were due to
come to me the next morning, Clodagh was going to drop them to me.
“I sat and I watched and I looked
out and I couldn’t understand.
“After 10am, I went over. He knew
it’d be me that’d be going to the
door, I was the only one with the
key. How could he do this?”
Jacqueline added: “He had put a
note on the back door saying ‘don’t
come in, call the gardai’.
“He was so calculating, so clinical.”
In his final note Hawe had
directed that his ashes should be
spread at sea after a cremation.
Heartbroken Jacqueline and Mary
— unaware of the instructions — were
“in a trance of grief and shock”
when he was buried with his victims
in the family grave last August. The

Added insult . . . coffins of Hawe and two of his victims; below, kill house

He murdered them
all then cleared out
their bank accounts
reality that Hawe, who was well
respected in the local community,
had “everyone duped” finally sunk
in 48 hours after the funerals.
But it took until May for
Clodagh’s family to get the brute
removed from the plot at St Mary’s
Church in Castlerahan.
With an anniversary Mass due to
be held for Clodagh and the
children tomorrow, Mary admitted
“relief” that they finally “can rest
in peace”.
But fighting back tears, Jacqueline said their lives “ended” the day
Hawe wiped his family out.
She said: “We haven’t moved on
a day since last August.
“He has taken our lives too. Clodagh wasn’t just a daughter or sister — she was everything to us. She
was an extension of us, above all
else she was our best friend. Liam,
Niall and Ryan were so special to
us. We were all best friends.
“I don’t think I will ever feel life

or joy again. My mam feels exactly
the same. What was it all for? He
had a beautiful wife, three beautiful
children . . . why did he do this?”
Jacqueline admits it still haunts
her that Hawe shared a grave with
her sister and nephews for 250 days
before he was finally exhumed.
She said: “I will never forgive
myself for letting him be buried
with Clodagh and the children. We
just didn’t know, that’s why he was
buried there.
“We had no idea. It has been so
difficult, we haven’t been able to
grieve with him being in the grave.
We’re still in August of last year.
“We shouldn’t have had to fight
to get him out of the grave — the
authorities need to look at this
issue. We have had to fight for a
year so they can rest in peace.”
The grieving sister also revealed
harrowing new details of Hawe’s
final note. She said: “It said that he
didn’t know how he pretended to

be normal for so long. That he had
to take Clodagh and the kids, that
they were his to take.
“He mentioned me and he wrote,
‘don’t f**k up your life’. That’s word
for word. He actually wrote that,
knowing that this would destroy me
and my mam.
“We think he started writing the
note at least on the Wednesday
before the killings and finished the
letter later.
“We think it was the Wednesday
as that was the day he was on
his own. The bodies were
found on the Monday.
“The letter inside the envelope was pre-written. The envelope was sealed. And then he
wrote outside the envelope
when he had finished.
“There was blood outside
on the envelope. This is
what we have had to deal

Heartbroken . . . Jacqueline

with. He has killed us too. What
family deserves this?”
Revealing the traumatic legacy of
that night, Jacqueline then shared
how the nightmare events unfolded.
She said: “He killed Clodagh and
killed the children one by one.
“All the children died after suffering knife wounds. There were
defence wounds on the hands of
Liam and Niall, we think they
woke up and struggled.
“Liam definitely struggled and
we think Niall woke up too.
“The knife wounds didn’t
kill Clodagh, she fought, then
he went in with a hatchet.
“Clodagh was found in the
sitting room, the children
were all in their beds. You
couldn’t clean the blood
on the walls of the
children’s bedrooms.
“We are very grateful
to the cleaning staff
who tried their best to

remove the stains. What I will say
about the blood on the walls, the
cleaners were excellent to even go
in there and we are very grateful
to them. But even they couldn’t
remove the stains.
“When I went to get clothes for
the funerals and the Lego and the
teddy, I was faced by that, I had to
see that. And the gardai warned
me, they said the blood stains
couldn’t be removed.
“I had to face that, and that will
never leave me. I haven’t been near
the house since.”
Jacqueline
added:
“He
never
inflicted these horrific injuries on
himself. He is an evil coward.
“We are trying to keep going, it
is so hard. I want to thank people
for
supporting
us,
colleagues,
friends, neighbours.
“That support means an awful lot
to us and we wouldn’t be where we
are, trying to keep going, without
it.”
@gmeneely
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PHONE STRAIN’S
TEXTCRUCIATING
MORE people are being treated
for “text neck” after injuring
themselves looking down at their
mobile phones, experts say.

By BARRY MORAN

joint specialists, say they are now
treating several people a week with
Leaning forward to type on a screen conditions linked to gadget use.
Robin Lansman, from the Institute
places 60lbs of pressure on the neck,
of Osteopathy, said it is
increasing the risk of muscuimportant to limit the amount
lar and skeletal problems.
of time spent looking down
Long-term use of smartand to take regular breaks.
phones, tablets and laptops
He said: “Treating people
can cause the muscles at the
with neck pain from gadget
front of the neck to tighten,
use
has become an almost
making the head poke fordaily occurrence for most
wards. It can also lead to
osteopaths. Your head is the
headaches, tingling in the
heaviest part of your body,
arms, an abnormal curvature
and when you lean forward it
of the spine and the inability
places an increasing amount
to sit straight, it is claimed.
Osteopaths,
muscle
and Risk . . . neck strain of strain on your neck.”

Old toxic
toy alert

MOTHER IN PLEDGE OVER CYBERBULLIES

PLASTIC in secondhand
toys can pose a poisoning
risk to kids, a study says.
Some older toys contain
toxins such as cadmium
and lead which can leech
out when an infant puts
the toy in their mouth.
Boffins at University of
Plymouth
in
England
found hazardous elements
in Lego blocks and dolls.
Dr Andrew Turner said:
“There is no regulation
covering the recycling or
re-sale of older toys.”

SUITS YOU
Only one in ten adults
wears a suit to work, with
three in four “dressing
down” every day, a Travelodge poll showed.

Fun-loving . . .
as a child Darren
was always
smiling
EXCLUSIVE by GARY MENEELY

THE mother of a teenager who took his own life after he
was subjected to cyberbullying has declared: “I will fight
for justice until the day I die.”
Tragic Darren Hughes-Gibson, from Balbriggan, Co Dublin,
was found hanged at an industrial estate in his home town on
August 22, 2012.

The 17-year-old had been reported missing by his mother, Elaine Hughes,
when he failed to come home the night before. He was allegedly bullied
online in the weeks before his death over the colour of his skin and
because he wore a hearing aid.
Gardai have been investigating the
allegations and more than 5,500
pages of social media messages have
been examined.
Darren’s anguished family suffered
OPPOSITION
politicians
are
a setback in their bid for “justice”
calling for new laws against all
last week when it emerged the
forms of harassment.
Director of Public Prosecutions has
Legislation to punish cyberbuldirected that no charges are to be
lying, stalking and “revenge
brought over the teen’s death.
porn” will create a new criminal
But Darren’s determined mum
offence, if it is passed.
Elaine is demanding a review of the
DPP’s decision.
The bill would criminalise the
In an exclusive interview with the
act of sending threatening and
Irish Sun, heartbroken Elaine also
false messages to or about
lashed out at social media giants
another person.
Facebook and Snapchat for not
Last year Labour put forward
doing more to counter cyberbullying.
the bill to update the definitions
And the grieving mum issued an
of communication and harassimpassioned appeal to Taoiseach
ment. Under its terms anyone
Leo Varadkar to introduce laws to
who causes another person
protect kids from online predators.
harm or distress by persistently
In a message to Mr Varadkar,
following, watching, pestering or
Elaine, 44, said: “I want to say to
communicating with or about
the Taoiseach, please look at the
them will be guilty of harasslaws and do something to protect
all of the children.
ment and liable for a fine, a
“To protect the children from
prison sentence of up to seven
cyberbullying, let the outdated laws
years or both.
reflect the new technological times
that we live in. It is a completely
different world and we are going by
laws which are out-of-date.
to adapt to the technology that
“It is affecting so many people. It enables bullies to abuse our friends
can happen to any family. With or family members and to hold
cyberbullying, it is constant, mental these people accountable for their
torment. This is what many of our actions.
children are going through.
“Please help us implement these
“I’d like to know what the Taoi- changes before what happened to
seach thinks, what the Justice and my gorgeous son happens to any
Children’s Ministers think.
more children.”
“I would like to ask the Taoiseach:
Darren was found dead at the
‘What are you going to do to stop Stephenstown Industrial Estate in
others dying like Darren?’”
Balbriggan.
Elaine also called for social media
Elaine said sick messages from
giants to make a stand.
bullies were found on his phone
She said: “It’s not all about the and social media accounts.
law. Facebook must do more to
The mum believes she knows the
tackle cyberbullying. There needs to bullies who she reckons drove her
be systems in place to stop it or at son to his death — and said she had
least try to stop it.
to move area to avoid bumping into
“Of course Facebook and the oth- them.
ers must act on reports of abuse
She broke down this week as Sgt
but they also must be more proact- John Cannon of Lusk Garda Station
ive. They could filter abusive mes- informed Dublin Coroner’s Court of
sages. They should be flagged, they the DPP’s decision not to take the
could us algorithms or something.
matter any further.
“These companies have access to
The ruling followed a lengthy
the best technology, they should use investigation after a large file was
it to help protect users. Facebook is submitted in early 2016.
a successful company worth billions.
It contained 5,500 pages, many
They must do more.”
consisting of messages sent to and
Elaine has launched an online from Darren’s Facebook account and
petition in a bid to get the law obtained with the help of US
changed over cyberbullying.
authorities.
Her petition says: “My name is
The information provided also
Elaine Hughes, I lost my beautiful included messages deleted after the
17-year-old son Darren Hughes- teenager’s death and ones that
Gibson on the 22 of August 2012 include inferences of harassment
after he took his own life from the and bullying.
torment and threats of bullies over
Ms Hughes said her son had been
his phone and social media.
subjected
to
racial
abuse
and
“The DPP recently refused to file because of his hearing difficulties.
charges in Darren’s case, I believe
Coroner Dr Myra Cullinane set a
with the help and support of others date of May 4 for a full hearing of
we can make a change in the laws the inquest into the tragedy but said
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I will fight to
get justice for
my Darren till
the dayy I die
CALL FOR CHANGE TO LAW
the date was open to change if
there was any update relating to the
DPP’s decision.
Ms Hughes spent this weekend
writing a letter pleading for a
review of the case.
She said: “I’ve had a few days to
let it sink in.
“The coroner mentioned about
getting it (the DPP’s decision)
reviewed and that’s where I saw a
ray of sunshine.
“It isn’t over yet. I know I’ve got
quite a fight ahead of me.
“But I’m still going to keep fighting for justice. I will fight for justice until the day I die. I won’t stop.
“Obviously Darren is not here to
defend himself. I am his voice now.
“I just don’t understand it (the
ere are 5,500
DPP’s decision), there
pages of messages. I know the
g
ges
and I can’t
nature of the messages
i
ing
a prosecubelieve they can’t bring

tion. I would like to see the Garda
file. I wanted it reviewed.
“I have to send a letter to the
superintendent at Balbriggan Garda
Station requesting a review and
requesting the Garda file. And I
have to put it in writing even
though he was there yesterday.
“This is the type of bureaucratic
things you come up against. I’m not
giving up. I want to be the voice for
Darren and the voice of other families who have suffered cyberbullying. I will fight to change the laws
until the day I die.
“I’ve tried to go through the
proper channels for justice but it is
like running up against a brick
wall. I want the review and I
want the file. I need justice for
Darren.
Darren.”
During the emotional interview at
her hom
home, Elaine revealed Darren
was hit by chilling
g threats before
e

HAPPY
FAMILY

his death. And she lifted the lid on
one of his last online interactions
with the cyber bullies.
She said: “Darren was subjected
to threats. He was fearful for his
life. They told him to kill himself.
And he, god love him, actually said,
to them, ‘Do you really want me
dead?’ And they said ‘yeah’. That
shows the type of person he was.
That was just before he took his
own life.”
But the family’s torment didn’t
end with Darren’s death.
Elaine told how her other two
sons, aged 17 and 19, and her
16-year-old daughter have endured
vile abuse because of the colour of
their skin and have also been the
victims of online threats.
Elaine said: “My eldest son now
was sent a picture on Snapchat of a
rope and a message said, ‘Why don’t
you go and do what your brother
did?’ I mean, it is horrific.”
di
However, the brave mum has
refused to allow the sick abuse to
re
taint her children.
ta
She said: “It has made us a lot
closer. I’m very vigilant with them.
clo
My fear is I’m going to lose them.
So I’ve got very overprotective of
th
the kids. It has taken a heavy toll
on the whole family.
““More has to be done to stop
cyberbulling. The laws that we are
cy
being governed under now are out
be
of date.
““Things have changed so much
with technology and the laws need
wi
to change too. It is up to the politicians and the social media. There is
cia
a big responsibility on them.”
@gmeneely

Grief . . . Elaine with photo and
below, her son’s happy childhood
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